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Andres Industries AG
watertight - shockproof - unbeatable

Watertight cases for iPads 

Watertight casing system for 
professional use:
! emergency services
! industry
! navigation systems
! agriculture
! security applications

RAM-202 screwed 
directly onto the 
rear side of the aiShell

RAM-202 screwed 
onto with the 
Quicksnapper

screwed onto 
Car Cradle
(Ill. similar)

RAM-201-B
short connecting piece

RAM-KNOB5L
Closure for connecting pieces

RAM-2461
Vesa plate
 

RAM-224-3
Triple suction cup base with 
RAM 202

RAM-224
Suction cup base with
RAM-238

Overview of C-Ball-RAM-Modules ( B-Ball similiar)
Connection possibility on aiShell rear side

RAM-118B
102-152mm
pipe diameter

RAM-202

RAM-238

RAM-235
31,8-38,1mm
pipe diameter

RAM-271-12
31,8-47,6mm
pipe diameter

RAM-231
12,7-25,4mm
pipe diameter

RAM-271-2
50,8-63,5mm
pipe diameter

RAM-108B
12,7-53,3mm
pipe diameter
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RAM-201
medium connecting 
piece

RAM-247-25
63,5mm
pipe diameter

RAM-231-1
25,4-31,8mm
pipe diameter

RAM-202

RAM-201-D
long connecting
piece
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No-Drill Vehicular Mount
Vehicle mounting without drilling

6 |RAM-316-3-202U
tripod vehicle-mount 
629-807mm

10 |RAM-316-2
simple vehicle-
mount
457mm

11 |RAM-316-1-24-202
simple vehicle-
mount
610mm

The portrayed modules are perfectly suitable to mount the aiShell 
system into a vehicle without drilling. Use connections that  
already are avaiable in the vehicle, for example the connecion of 
the passenger seat. 

There are plenty of possibilities for the mounting process in 
vehicles.

8 |RAM-316-HD-18-202
robust vehicle-mount 
629-807mm

9 |RAM-316-HD-202
robust vehicle-mount 
476-654mm

Fitting at the passenger seat

6 |RAM-316-3-202U
tripod vehicle-mount 
629-807mm

6 |RAM-316-3-202
tripod vehicle-mount 
629-807mm
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Andres Industries AG
phone: +49 (0)30 45 80 39 00
E-mail: info@andres-industries.de
www.andres-industries.de

© by Andres Industries AG 2016

Available at your local dealer

Cooperation with Partners
You can find our products at our partners on the following exhibitions.
We collaborate with competent system developers and distributors out 
of different application areas and regions. Only if the processes of the 
end user are perfectly represented the whole system, consisting of iPad, 
software and aiShell can be successful. Therefore we regularly provide 
information and educate our partners about the newest developments 
and support them with new product samples and information material. 
When required we would like to join the project planning and start to 
work out a possible solution.

The RAM-Mount system is a modular mounting possibility 
to mount everything on anything. By combining different 
modules the user can customize the perfect mounting 
system for himself. The picture only shows a few 
possibilities.

In General RAM-Mount consists of the following 
components which can be freely combined.

The RAM-Mount-Principle
Everything attached to everything

Mounting Adapter: e.g. 
Quicksnapper (see p. 5)

Upper Base: e.g. RAM-202, can 
be directly screwed onto the 

aiShell
Mid Base: in various lengths 

avaiable

Lower Base: e.g. RAM-202. 
There are many different modules 

e.g. to mount things on pipes 
(s.S5)

Suction foot module: e.g. RAM-
224-3 in combination with 

RAM-202

A-ball    D-ball        E-ballB-ball   C-ball      

RAM-Mount-Modules are avaiable in because of ist higher stability. For special tasks 
different sizes. To mount an aiShell mini on e.g. if really powerful undamped vibrations are 
a motorcycle you can use the B-Ball- expected (forklift), use the D- or E-Ball modules.
module for example. For every other case 
size it is better to use the C-Ball size 
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Announcement: TILO-3
Thermal imaging goggles for rescue operations
With the TILO-3 we are currently presenting the 
smallest head-worn thermal imagery in the 
world. At the same time, the device is also a 
headlamp. For use on the helmet it can be 
folded quickly into the field of vision using a 
special folding mechanism.

devices. A version with a thermal resolution of <40mK 
is available for authorities. This nearly corresponds to 
the performance of a cooled thermal imaging device.

- Viewing angle: FOV 25 ° horizontal
- Resolution Microbolometer: 320x256pixels

Lamp Function: - Frame rate: 60Hz (authorities version)
White light (up to 160 lumens), red light, - Weight: 100g
infared light, brightness control, flashing - Dimensions: 40x64x67mm
functions e.g. SOS - Waterproof: IP68 (nitrogen filled)

- Power supply: 3V Cr123 or external additional battery
Thermal function:
To use the thermal imaging function the TILO-3 
is folded down and now functions as a thermal 
imaging device. Despite the small size, the 
image and recognition quality far surpasses 
commercially available thermal imaging 

1 |TILO-3F (Available from December 2017) 

     No. 380102 

Exhibition Location Date Exhibitors/Partners

 BHE Fachkongress Fulda 07.+08.03.2017 re'graph GmbH

 RETTmobil Fulda 10.-12.05.2017 Pulsation IT GmbH

Salzburg 18./19.05.2017 Fa. Schraner GmbH

 Brandschutztag Wismar 07.09.17 re'graph GmbH

 Brandschutztage Braunschweig 13.+14.09.2017 re'graph GmbH

 Brandschutztag Freiburg 12.10.17 re'graph GmbH

 EIPOS

Köln

Dresden 20.+21.11.2017 re'graph GmbH

 VdS Brandschutztage 06.+07.12.2017 re'graph GmbH

 Fachtagung der 
 österreischischen
 Betriebsfeuerwehren



USB port
Suitable for standard Apple power 
supplies. Data synchronization is not 
possible.

RAM Mount Compatible 
With the RAM-202, the Car Cradle is 
compatible with the entire RAM-
mount system (see p.5).

TM11| aiShell  Car-Cradle 
Connector
This docking connector has no cable but 
two solide gold-plated contact surfaces. 
Mounted permanently on the aiShell, it can 
be used together with the Car-Cradle or 
aiRack. 

No. 291079
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TM  8 |aiShell mini Quicksnapper 
If you want the aiShell to be carefully mounted but easily 
removable when needed, the Quicksnapper is a reliable 
solution. The Quicksnapper can either be screwed directly to 
tables or walls or have a RAM-Mount-Module mounted on 
its reverse. 

No. 291020

TM  not illustrated|aiShell Air Quicksnapper 
No. 280010

TM  not illustrated|aiShell Pro Quicksnapper
No. 291120

TM 12 |aiShell mini Displaycover
The Displaycover is an additional protection. If the 
displaycover is not needed to protect the screen it can be 
snapped on the back of the case to avoid losing it.

No. 291030

TM 6 |aiShell mini Handstrap
The mini Handstrap is just as the shoulderstrap, the length-
adjustable strap with its 2 attachment points can be 
attached to each of the 4 insert nuts. It can thus be used in 
combination with the shoulderstrap.

No. 291010

TM 7 |aiShell Air Handstrap
Easily removable. A handstrap and a shoulderstrap can be 
attached simultaneously. If the 2 handstraps are used 
simultaneously, the aiShell mini can even float.

No. 293007

TM 5| aiShell Shoulderstrap
On the rear side an easily removable shoulderstrap that can 
be attached in various positions. If necessary, two shoulder 
straps can be combined. The aiShell can thus be worn as a 
hawker‘s tray.

No. 291015
9|Standard (Lightning Connector)
As mentioned before you use the original 
charger (not included in delivery)

During the process  of charging, the system is 
not waterproof. Only after removing the 
connector and sealing the case with a plug 
it‘s waterproof again. For daily charging the 
process is viable.

TM10 |aiShell  Charging Connector
If the iPad should be charged waterproof in 
the case, a Charging connector can be 
used.  The Charging Connector will be 
screwed to the case and  contains an usb 
plug by which you can connect Apple 
adapters with. You don‘t need any extra 
tools. The solution is often used by sailors 
because you only need to adjust the 
connector once a day. The usb plug at the 
end of the cable is not waterproof.

with 1m cable No. 291035
with 2m cable No. 291036

TM13| aiShell  Car Cradle
Fits for aiShell Air, aiShell mini and aiShell mini +.

No. 291078

TM14| aiShell  Car Cradle incl. Connector
As before, but including Dockingconnector.

No. 291080

13|

Mounts Charging Options

Displaycover

Car Cradle 
charging and mounting merged

The solution is especially made for delivery drivers who need to plug and unplug the case 
several times a day. If the aiShell is equipped with the Car Cradle Connector it can be 
simultaneously charged in the Car Cradle. With this solution the case does not have to be 
opened and stays waterproof under any circumstance. Thus the mounting merged into a 
charger.

Logoprint and special colors
The aiShell system is manufactured in Berlin. 
It is possible for us to change the smallest 
detail on our  product, just as the customer 
requests. Cases in special colors can be 
produced from 200 pieces without any extra 
charge. Logoprints are possible from 100 
pieces without extra charge.

Most of the time it‘s enough for private users to charge their iPad in the case with the 
standart Apple Lightning Connector. For this purpose you have to open the provided, 
waterproof plug and insert the iPad charger. To be used in a more professional setting, 
there are some additional ways to ensure a comfortable charging inside of the closed 
aiShell case.

4| aiRack-10
TM19” Charging rack for 10 aiShell  units

With the Car Cradle Connector attached to each aiShell up to ten devices 
can be charged simultaneously in one 19“-rack. It is suitable for all 
standard server racks. Due to the low mounting depth of only 250mm up 
to two 10 racks can be installed in one floor. Large lockers therefore can 
accommodate a total of up to 100 charging bays. If desired individual 
racks can be delivered as pull-out drawers which simplifies the act of 
inserting and removing. The aiRack has an integrated power supply unit 
that allows to charge every iPad with up to 2A.

No. 299090

aiRack

5|

7|

RAM-202
(p.5)

8|

13|

TMaiShell  - the complete solution with system
Made in Germany

Our aiShell cases are waterproof and shock- users. Moreover it‘s a systematic solution. For custom-made products with spezial materials or 
resistant. There is no other system for the Apple iPad professional usage the cases can be adapted for other customized equipment features. 
series which has such an expandability.  The basic nearly every situation with suitable accessories. If 
version of the aiShell works perfectly for private that still isn‘t enough, we are able to produce 

4|

6|

12|
9|

10|

11|
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TM 1 |aiShell mini+
Suitable for Apple iPad mini4, waterproof IP67 (fully immersable), impact resistant 
MIL810F (military grade), lockable with special screws to prevent unauthorized 
opening, retractable display stand, front and back camera window. Waterproof 
connector for underwater power supply, aiShell Car Cradle or aiRack as accessory 
available. 

No. (find at table) 

TM 2 |aiShell Air
Like aiShell mini+ but suitable for Apple iPad Air 1, iPad Air 2 and iPad Pro 9.7"

No. (find at table) 

TM 3 |aiShell Pro
Like aiShell mini+ but suitable for Apple iPad Pro 12.9”

No. (find at table) 

TMaiShell  - mini - Air - Pro
For Apple iPads
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on/off rubber button

camera window

The Rear Side
Interface for many possibilities

You can attach different types of components on the back as handstraps or 
shoulderstraps - even simultaneously. Thus individual adjustments for the users 
requirements are possible. 

rubber buttons for volume control

Threats for fixing RAM-202 module. 
(See page 5.)

Snap locks: The case can be 
opened and closed in a matter of 
seconds without the use of tools.

Arrestor points for fixing the display 
cover on the back. (Only aiShell 

mini and aiShell mini +)

Moulded recesses for better grip

Rubber plug for charging and 
synchronization connection 

(replaceable)

Access to headphone jack with 
waterproof rubber plug 
(replaceable)

Case can be additionally 
locked with special screws to 
protect against unauthorized 
opening.

Rubber feet to protect against 
slipping and to protect 
surfaces.

Tilt stand (folded in) makes it 
easier to write and work on a 
desk.

Loudspeaker output with 
watertight membrane
(pressure equalization)

Threats for attaching 
accessories e.g. hand strap, 
shoulder strap or similar. (see 
page 4)

1|2|3|

NEW

NEW

aiShell mini aiShell mini+ aiShell Air aiShell Pro

suitable for iPad mini 4 iPad Pro 12.9

IP67 (waterproof up to 1m) / MIL810G (military grade)

dimensions (mm) 222x159x20 222x159x20 265x192x21 330x245x22

weight 255g 255g 319g 460g

black 291000 294000 280001 291100

white 291001 294001 280002 291101

blue 291070 294003 280004 291103

yellow 291050 294004 280005 291104

red 291060 294006 280007 291105

olive green 291040 294002 280003 291102

coyote 291083 294005 280006 291106

iPad mini 1-3 
(Discontinued 

Model)

iPad Air 1&2  
iPad Pro 9.7
iPad 2017 

(5.Gen)

waterproof/impact 
resistant
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